Using a widely used stellar population synthesis model, we study the ability of using pairs of AB system colours to break the well-known stellar age-metallicity degeneracy and give constraints on the two stellar-population parameters (age and metallicity). The relative age and metallicity sensitivities of AB system colours that relate to u, B, g, V , r, R, i, I, z, J, H, and K bands are presented, and the abilities of various colour pairs for breaking the age-metallicity degeneracy are quantified by a uncertainty parameter (U P ) method. Our results suggest that a few pairs of colours can be used to constrain the two above stellar-population parameters. This will be very useful for exploring the stellar populations of distant galaxies. In detail, colour pairs [(I − K), (u − R)] and [(I − K), (u − r)] are found to be the best two colour pairs for estimating stellar ages and metallicities. They can constrain the two stellar-population parameters with uncertainties smaller than 25% for typical uncertainty ( 0.03 mag) in colours. Some other colour pairs, such as
INTRODUCTION
The formation and evolution of galaxies is one of the hottest topics in astronomy and astrophysics. Great progress in the field has been had (see, e.g., Thomsen & Baum 1989 , Kormendy & Djorgovski 1989 , Kodama et al. 1998 , van Dokkum & Stanford 2003 , Kauffmann & Charlot 1998 , Baugh et al. 1996 , Baugh et al. 1998 , Cole et al. 2000 , De Lucia et al. 2006 , and Thomas 1999 , and two stellarpopulation parameters (age and metallicity) of galaxies are crucial. A lot of stellar population synthesis models such as Bruzual & Charlot (2003) (hereafter BC03), Worthey (1994) , Vazdekis (1999) , Fioc & Rocca-Volmerange (1997) , and Zhang et al. (2005) have been brought forward for stellar population studies and a great deal of observational data have been supplied by big surveys such as Sloan Digital Sky Survery (SDSS) and Two-Micron All-Sky Survey (2MASS). However, it is difficult to measure stellar ages and metallicities of distant galaxies via the spectra-like methods, ⋆ E-mail: zhongmu.li@gmail.com which are usually used for measuring stellar-population parameters of nearby galaxies. The reason is that spectra or line-strength indices (see, e.g., Worthey 1994 , Gallazzi et al. 2005 , Li et al. 2006 are only available for nearby galaxies. If we can use one of important observational results, i.e., photometry, we will be able to explore the stellar populations of some distant galaxies. Because colours are easier to be obtained than spectra and are independent of the distances of objects, they are good candidates for studying the stellar populations of such galaxies. Many works have been tried in this way, e.g., Dorman et al. (2003) , Yi (2003) , Wu et al. (2005) , James et al. (2006) , Li et al. (2007a) ; Li & Han (2007b) , and Kaviraj et al. (2006) . It seems possible to break the stellar age-metallicity degeneracy (Worthey 1994) by colours. Many pairs of colours (hereafter colour pairs) are used in previous works, e.g., (U − R) and (R − K) by Peletier & Balcells (1996) , (B − R) and (R − K) by Bell & de Jong (2000) , ( Lee et al. (2006) , and most colours used are only in U BV RIJHK bands. As advocated by, e.g., Kong et al. (2006) , colours relating to both U BV RIJHK and ugriz bands, i.e., (B − z) and (z − Ks), can be used to select galaxies with various redshifts. Similar colours can possibly be used to break the stellar age-metallicity degeneracy. We intend to give some investigations in this work, using the BC03 stellar population synthesis model. The paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we briefly introduce the BC03 model and the calculation of colours. In Sect. 3, we present the age and metallicity sensitivities of colours. In Sect. 4, we try to search for colour pairs that can be used to constrain stellar age and metallicity. In Sect. 5, we give our discussions and conclusions.
THE BC03 MODEL AND CALCULATION OF COLOURS
The BC03 model is a widely used model in stellar population synthesis study. Its standard model takes the Chabrier (2003) initial mass function (IMF) and uses Padova 1994 library tracks to calculate integrated colours. A few alternative stellar spectral libraries are considered to give the spectral predictions of simple stellar populations (SSPs).
The model provides us magnitudes and colours on both Johnson-Cousins-Glass (U BV RIJHKLM bands) and AB (ugriz bands) systems. More detailed information about the model please refer to Bruzual & Charlot (2003) . In this work, BV RIJHK magnitudes on AB system are recalculated from those given on Johnson-Cousins-Glass system, by taking -0.1, 0.0, 0.2, 0.45, 0.9, 1.4, and 1.9 as the differences between the zero points of AB system and Johnson-CousinsGlass system magnitudes, in B, V , R, I, J, H and K bands, respectively 1 .
AGE AND METALLICITY SENSITIVITIES OF COLOURS
We study the age and metallicity sensitivities by a relative metallcity sensitivity (rms) technique, which was used by Worthey (1994) and Li et al. (2007a) , and find age-and metallicity-sensitive colours based on the rmss of colours. The rms method estimates the rms of each colour by the ratio of percentage change of age to that of metallicity when they lead to the same change in a colour respectively. Colours with large rmss (>1.0) are more sensitive to metallicity and those with small rmss (<1.0) to stellar age. Following Li et al. (2007a) , we calculated the rms of each colour in this work. The rmss of 66 AB system colours are calculated in the work. The detailed data are listed in Table 1 . As we see,
, and (g − J) are more sensitive to stellar metallicity while (J − H),
), (u − r), and (g − H) to stellar age. We select the former ten colours as age-sensitive colours while the latter ten as metallicity-sensitive colours in the work. 
COLOUR PAIRS FOR BREAKING THE AGE-METALLICITY DEGENERACY

Colour pairs for general studies
Using the 10 metallicity-sensitive colours and the 10 agesensitive colours presented in the last paragraph of Sect. 3, we buildup 100 colour pairs. Each colour pair includes a metallicity-sensitive colour and an age-sensitive colour. Using the colour pairs one by one, we fit the stellar ages and metallicities of 500 testing stellar populations. To make the results useful for estimating all kinds of stellar populations, we generate the ages and metallicities of the 500 testing populations randomly within the ranges of 0.1-15 Gyr and 0.0001-0.05, respectively. The averages of uncertainties in age and metallicity, ∆t and ∆Z, are then calculated by taking some assumed uncertainties (0.01, 0.02 0.03, and 0.05 mag) for input colours. Then we investigate the ability of each colour pair for breaking the well-known stellar agemetallicity degeneracy by comparing the ∆t and ∆Z. A least-square method is used to fit the ages and metallicities of stellar populations in the work. The uncertainties are estimated by finding the maximum uncertainties of the two stellar-population parameters when adding an assumed uncertainty to or subtract an uncertainty from a colour of a colour pair. One can refer to Denicoló et al. (2005) or Li et al. (2006) for more details. The main results are listed in Table 2 . Because colour pairs that can well break the stellar agemetallicity degeneracy lead to small uncertainties in stellar age and metallicity, pairs with small ∆t and ∆Z are better for constraining two stellar-population parameters. However, as we see, some colour pairs have only small ∆t or small ∆Z. In this case, it is difficult to compare the abilities of various colour pairs. We defined a parameter, uncertainty parameter (U P ), to solve this problem. The U P is calculated by taking the average of the relative uncertainties of stellar ages and metallicities of the 500 testing stellar populations. According to the calculation of U P , colour pairs with small U P s are more suitable for breaking the stellar agemetallicity degeneracy. The U P s of colours are shown in Table 2, together with ∆ts and ∆Zs. Considering actual applications, we only list the results of colour pairs that have U P s smaller than ∼50% when taking 0.02 mag uncertainties for colors. In the table, colours are sorted by an increasing order of U P . As we see,
are the best colour pairs for breaking the well-known degeneracy. Given a 0.02 mag uncertainty for colours, the two colour pairs can constrain stellar-population parameters with relative uncertainties smaller than about 16%, which corresponds to average uncertainties in stellar age and metallicity smaller than 0.40 Gyr and 0.0038, respectively. Even if we take a 0.05 mag uncertainty in colours, the average of the relative uncertainties of two stellar-population parameters is smaller than 35%. Some other colour pairs, i.e.,
can possibly be used to give constraints on the stellar ages and metallicities of galaxies as they have small U P s ( 20%) for a typical uncertainty of 0.02 mag in colours. In addition, we see that two colour pairs used in previous studies, i.e.,
, have U P s of 0.37 and 0.27, respectively. They are not as good as pairs such as [(I − K), (u − R)] and [(I − K), (u − r)] for determining stellar age and metallicity. In addition, colour pairs relating to both U BV RIIHJK bands and ugriz bands are shown to be better than those only relating to one of the two kinds of bands. To see the abilities of colour pairs for breaking the age-metallicity degeneracy, we show the colour-colour grids of a few colour pairs in Figs 1, 2, and 3. We also plot 500 testing stellar populations generated randomly ( 0.5 Gyr) in the (u − R) versus (I − K) grid in Fig. 4. 
Colour pairs for special studies
Because we often need to estimate the ages and metallicities of some special stellar populations, e.g., the old populations of globular clusters, we tried to find some colour pairs that are suitable for estimating the two stellar-population parameters of such populations. In detail, the best colour pairs for estimating the stellar ages and metallicities of young (t < 4.6 Gyr), old (t 4.6 Gyr), metal poor (Z < 0.001), and metal rich (Z 0.001) stellar populations are found. The best ten colour pairs for studying each kind of special population are listed in Table 3 , together with their U P s. As we see, the best colour pairs for studying different kinds of stellar populations are different. However,
can be used to give constraints on the age and metallicity of most stellar populations, except for the metal-poor ones. Therefore, if we have no idea about the stellar-population parameters of the objects we are studying, it is better to choose [(I −K), (u−R)] or [(I −K), (u−r)] for works.
Composite colour pairs
In practice, we can also use colour pairs including magnitudes on different systems, as colours relating to the same bands but on different systems usually have similar properties for breaking the well-known stellar age-metallicity degeneracy (Worthey 1994) . For example, we can use colour pairs [(g − J), (z − Ks)] and [(u − Ks), (z − Ks)], in which ugz magnitudes are on AB-system and JKs magnitudes on 2MASS system, respectively, instead of [(g −J), (z −K)] and [(u−K), (z−K)], in which all magnitudes are on AB-system. Of course, we can use Johnson-Cousins-Glass system colours together with AB system colours.
In the work, we analyzed colour pairs relating to five AB-system bands (ugriz) and three 2MASS bands (JHKs). Here we plot the four colour pairs in Fig. 5 . They are possibly helpful for estimating the stellar ages and metallicities of galaxies observed by both SDSS and 2MASS.
A TEST FOR THE APPLICATION OF COLOUR PAIRS
To test the application of colour pairs to estimate the ages and metallicities of stellar populations, we select 10 galaxies observed by both 2MASS and SDSS randomly. Then we use (u − K) and (z − K) colours to estimate the two stellar-population parameters of these galaxies. The reason for choosing the above two colours is that most of the uncertainties of colours of these galaxies are greater than 0.03 mag and it seems better to choose (u − K) and (z − K) instead of (g − J) and (z − K), according to the results shown in Table 2 . The K-band magnitudes of galaxies are calculated from Ks-band magnitudes supplied by 2MASS, by using the same method as Bessell (2005). The k-corrections of Ks-band magnitudes are estimated as −6log(1 + z), as used by Girardi et al. (2003) , where z is the redshift. The galactic extinctions of K-band magnitudes are calculated by the calculator supplied by NASA/IPAC Extragalactic Database (NED). The u and z bands magnitudes, and their k-corrections and galactic extinctions are taken from SDSS. The differences between SDSS magnitudes and AB magnitudes are taken into account according to the values supplied by SDSS. The best-fitted stellar-population parameters and their corresponding uncertainties are shown in Table 4 .
As we see, the colour pair can give constraints on the stellar ages and metallicities of galaxies, with relative uncertainties of 34.3% and 16.5%, respectively. Note that we possibly obtained stellar ages and metallicities respectively smaller and metal richer than those of the dominant stellar populations, which contribute most of stellar mass to galaxies, as we have not corrected for the effects of young stellar populations (YSPs) of galaxies (Li & Han 2007b) . Because there is no available data, we did not compare the results derived from a colour pair with those from line-strength indices. However, according to the results of the above work, the two kinds of results are consistent, after correcting for the effects of 
DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
We investigated the relative metallicity sensitivities of AB system colours relating to u, B, g, V , r, R, i, I, z, J, H, and K bands in the first place. Then we studied the abilities of colour pairs for constraining stellar ages and metallicities. The results showed that
] are the best colour pairs for breaking the stellar age-metallicity degeneracy while colour pairs such as
can measure stellar ages and metallicities with small uncertainties (∆t 0.41 Gyr, ∆Z 0.0038 for 0.02 mag uncertainties in colours). In addition, our re- Figure 1 . Colour-colour grid of four colour pairs that are suitable for constraining stellar age and metallicity. Colours are on AB system. Solid and dashed lines represent constant age and metallicity, respectively. Note that we did not mark for constant ages of 6, 8, 10, 12 Gyr, as the limitation of the space. The four panels are for Table 3 . Best colour pairs for estimating the ages and metallcities of old (Age 4.6 Gyr), young (Age < 4.6 Gyr), metal-rich (Z 0.001), and metal-poor (Z > 0.001) stellar populations. The uncertainty parameter U P has the same meaning as in Table 2 .
Old SSP Young SSP Metal-rich SSP Metal-poor SSP Colour pair U P Colour pair U P Colour pair U P Colour pair U P Figure 2 . Similar to Fig. 1 sults suggest that it is better to use colours relating to both U BV RIJHK and ugriz bands than to use those only relating to one of the two kinds of bands for estimating the two stellar-population parameters. According to the results, we can estimate the stellar populations of some distant galaxies, via the photometry data supplied by, e.g., SDSS and 2MASS. The possible uncertainties of using various colour pairs can be estimated. The results presented in the paper can also help us to choose suitable bands for the observation of stellar population studies. We also tried to find some colour pairs that are suitable for estimating the ages and metallicities of some special stellar populations. The results show that the best colour pairs for estimating the two stellar-population parameters of young (t < 4.6 Gyr), old (t 4.6 Gyr), metal-poor (Z < 0.001), and metal-rich (Z 0.001) populations are different. However, it seems that [(I −K), (u−R)] and [(I −K), (u−r)] can be used to estimate the ages and metallicities of most stellar populations.
Although we took the BC03 model for our work, the results can be used for other models as most stellar population synthesis models predict similar colors for the same population. Furthermore, we suggest to choose a colour pair for estimating the two stellar-population parameters of galaxies, although a few colours can give smaller range for the two parameters. The reason is that galaxies usually contain more than two populations, and via comparing observational colors with predictions of simple stellar populations, we can only measure less stellar ages and richer stellar metallicities for galaxies compared to the dominant stellar populations of galaxies. For a sample of galaxies, the effects of young populations on the ages and metallicities of dominant stellar populations can be corrected and some reliable estimations for the averages and distributions of two stellar-population parameters can be obtained (Li & Han 2007b) .
Note that the BC03 model is a single stellar population model, which does not take the binary interactions into account. This is actually different from the real stellar populations of galaxies. If stars of a population evolve as binaries rather than single stars, the colours of the population will be different with those of a single stellar population. We will give a detailed study about this in the future. Fig. 1 , but for four colour pairs relating to both AB-system magnitudes and 2MASS magnitudes. The ugrz magnitudes are on AB-system and the JHKs magnitudes are on the system used by 2MASS.
